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SGF Structure and pillars of SGF Control Work

SGF
INTERNATIONAL E. V.
Sure - Global - Fair

Voluntary Control System (VCS)

Market and bottler controls in Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia, Switzerland

Controls at Raw material producers, blending stations, traders/brokers, transport companies and cold stores in nearly 60 countries worldwide

IQCS (former RQCS)

IRMA
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Facts and figures

- Sure – Global – Fair founded 1974
- Non governmental organisation (NGO)
- Non profit organisation
- ~ 680 members
- More than 60 countries
- Yearly more than 6000 samples
- Largest database on authentic samples
- Annual budget of approx. 3 Mio Euro
- Registered in Frankfurt/Main, Germany
- 23 committed staff members
- 20 very experienced inspectors world-wide
- Controlling > 90 % of European JC* imports
Industrial self-control along the supply chain

Supply Chain

Requirements

National legislation
International agreements
Regional (EU) legislation
Industry tools
Consumers tests

Fruit and farmer
Fruit processor
Logistic services
Trader / broker
Packer consumer products
Retailers
Consumer

SGF / IRMA

Global G.A.P.

Industrial self control

Ensuring compliance with requirements
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SGF-Control Scope

Safety and Health:
- hygiene audits
- product analyses

Authenticity and Quality:
- Plant inspections
- Product analyses

Traceability and Labelling:
- traceability checks
- Code of Labelling

Sustainability and Fairness:
- Code of Conduct
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Benefits of Industrial Self Control for Members and Industry

- Development new analytical approaches and techniques to improve inward controls
- Protection against unjustified attacks and allegations
- Contribution to equal implementation of legislation, industry standards and thus fair competition
- Involvement of retailers in quality commitments and corrective actions
- Platform for exchange of experience and know how and meeting point for the industry
For more information
Please visit our website www.sgf.org
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